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Abstract. 

Let EA be the set of all formulas built by means of A,+ and an 

n-letter alphabet. Formulas A,~ are called equivalent if A + ~ and 

~ + A are derivable in the minimal calculus (e.g. by natural deduction). 

In this paper the structure of the set of equivalence classes is 

described completely by means of an exact topological model. The 

topology is derived from a partially ordered set. The case n = 3 

(where the number of equivalence classes is about 6.10 14) is described 

in full detail. 
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O. Introduction. We shall study systems of minimal logic with implication and 

conjunction (no negation, no disjunction) over a finite alphabet. Calling 

expressions equivalent if they can be derived from each other, we shall show 

that the number of equivalence classes is finite. If a denotes the number 
n 

of classes for the case of the n-letter alphabet, we note that a increases 
n 

rather rapidly with n: a 1 = 2, a 2 = 18, a3 is over 6.10 J4 (see section 17). 

It can be expected that log an+ 1 is of the order of a • 
n 

It was only after the completion of this paper that the author learned 

that proofs for the finiteness of the number of classes had been given by 

A. Diego [IJ and A. Urquhart [6J. Both authors showed the finiteness for the 

case without conjunction, but the finiteness of the case with conjunction ~s 

a simple consequence. The present approach is very different; as a matter of 

fact our treatment shows that it is profitable to study the case of implica-

tion plus conjunction, since this reveals so much more of the structure. 

For every n we shall produce an exact finite topological model, i.e. a 

finite topological space plus a valuation providing a one-to-one mapping of 

the set of all equivalence classes onto the set of all open sets. 

The models we produce are Kripke models, i. e. the topology is derived 

from a partial order relation. In our exact models, the points of the space 

are just the indecomposable (see section 6 (xii» classes. and the partial 

order relation corresponds to derivability of implication. In the cases 

n = 1.2,3 the spaces will be displayed explicitly (with 1,5,6] points, 

respectively); for general n we give a construction by recurrence. 

In section 19 we produce an exact model (with 15 points and 2134 open 

sets) for the implication calculus (with conjunction) for two letters. with 
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falsum and intuitionistic falsum rule. This 1.S the so-called negative 

fragment of intuitionistic propositional calculus. (See Figure 3). 

Instead of expressing valuations in terms of open sets we use the 

"lower carrier" of the complementary closed sets. In our models this has 

the advantage that for every expression this lower carrier corresponds 

directly to a decomposition of that expression into the indecomposable 

expressions belonging to the points of that lower carrier. 

We give some general references only. For early descriptions of 

topological models we refer to M.H. Stone [4J and A. Tarski [5J. For non

classical logics in general we refer to H. Rasiowa [3J, for Kripke models 

to S.A. Kripke [2J. 

The author is endebted to Mr. R.C. de Vrijer for advice on terminology. 

I. Expressions. If A 1.S a non-empty set (lithe alphabet li
) we consider the set 

EA of expressions over A, defined recursively by 

(i) A c EA, 

(ii) if A E EA, ~ E EA then (A ~ ~) E EA and (A A ~~ E EA, 

In order to shorten the exposition we shall identify two expressions if 

one can be turned into the other by (possibly repeated use) of corr~utativity 

and associativity of A. And we identify A A A with A. 

We often use the following abbreviation rule that can suppress implica

tion signs. If AI'." ,Ak are expressions, then A1A2 means A1 ~ A2 , A1A2 A3 

means 0-1 A2) ~ A2 , Le, (AI ~ A2) ~ A3' Al .•• An means (AI •.. An-l)~ An' 

This concatenation binds stronger then A and~. E.g., if a,b,c,d E A,then 

Cab A c) (ad) a(dab) 1~ cd 

means 

««(a~b) A c) ~ (a+d» ~ a) -?- «d~a) ~ b)) ~ (c+d). 

As a further abbreviation we shall sometimes use A 11 for A].l A ~A. 

And we shall write T (for "truth if
) instead of Ct ~ Ct; it will be used in 

contexts where it does not matter what Ct is. 
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2. Derivability. Some expressions of EA are called derivable; in order to 

express that an expression A is derivable we write rA. The set of derivable ex-

pressions is defined recursively by the usual rules for natural deduction; essen-

tially they come down to the obvious rules for introduction and elimination 

of implication and conjunction. 

We shall write A := ~ to express that both r A~ and r ~A. Not bothering 

to make our set of rules minimal, we formulate (A,~~ .•• are arbitrary ex-

pressions): 

(i) The relation _ is an equivalenve relation. 

(ii) If A := A', ~ _ ~v then A+~ := A'+y' and AA~ _ A'Ay'. 

(iii) (AAy)V _ A(~V). 

(iv) A(~AV) _ A~ A AV. 

(v) If r AY and r A~V then I-- AV ("modus ponens"). 

(Vi) If r Jl and r yv then r v. 

(vi) If rA~ then I- (AAV)~. 

(vii) If I-(AA~) then l- A and r ~. 

(viii) If r A and I- Jl then r (AAy) . 

The system (E
A

, r) will be refered to as ML(A,+,A), where ML stands for 

"minimal logic". We note that every A E EA is equivalent to a conjunction 

Jl] A ... A Jlk , where the Yi's do not contain any further Ais. This A is derivable 

ln ML(A,+,A) if and only if all y. are derivable in the implication calculus 
1 

ML(+,A) (which can be described, e.g. ~ by means of Frege's axioms). This makes 

it easy to pass from ML(A,+,A) to ML(+,A) (see the beginning of section i9). 

It 1S worthwhile to treat ML(A,+,A) first; its models are easier to 

describe. 
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3. Topological valuations. Let S be any topological space and let v be a 

mapping that attaches a closed set of S to each element of the alphabet 

A. This mapping can be extended to a mapping of EA into the set of closed 

sets, by means of the rule 

4. 

v(A A 11) 

v(A -7- 11) 

v(A) U v(ll) 

cl(v(ll) \ yeA»~ 

where cl(U) stands for "closure of U". This mapping v 1.S called a 

topological valuation. As a fundamental result we quote [4,5J. 

Theorem 3. 1 • 

Ci) If I-- a then yea) = r/J. 

(ii) If a = S then yea) = yes). 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Remark. Some people might prefer a description 1.n terms of open sets. If 

yeA) = S \w(A), then the w(a)'s are open, and satisfy w(>.. A 11) = w(>..) n w(ll) , 

w(>.. -7- 11) = exterior of (w(>..) \ w(ll». 

Finite partially ordered sets. If (S,::;) is a partially ordered set, then 

we can provide S with a topology as follows: any subset U of S 1.S called 

"open" if it has the property 

if s E S, t E U. S ::; t then s E U. 

Hence U 1.S closed if it has the property 

if s E S. t E U, t ::; s then s E U. 

From now on we shall assume that S is finite. 

If U is closed, we define the lower carrier of U (notation lc(U») as 

the set of all minima of U; if U E U then u is called a m1.nlmUm of U if 

the only t E U with t ::; u is t u. The lower carrier of U is the smallest 

set with the property that its closure is U. 
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The following property of lower carriers ~s characteristic: A subset 

I of S is the lower carrier of a closed set if and only if I is an 

independence set. (A subset I of S is called an independence set if no 

pair s,t with s E I, tEl, s 1 t is related by s ~ t). 

We wish to describe valuations 1n terms of lower carriers. To this 

end we first define operations with independence set corresponding to the 

operations on the right hand sides of (3.1) and (3.2). If I and J are ~n

dependence sets we define 

con(I,J) 

imp(I,J) 

We can simplify imp(l,J) to 

imp(I,J) 

lc(cl(l) u cl(J», 

Ic(cl(cl(J) , cl(l»). 

J\cl(l); 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

another way to say this is that imp(I,J) 1S obtained from J if we omit all 

J E J for which there is an 1 E I with i ~ J. 

We can express con ~n terms of imp: 

con(I,J) = imp(I,J) u imp(imp(I,J) ,I). (4.4) 

Note that imp(I,J) and imp(imp(I,J),I) are disjoint. 

A topological valuation v (in the sense of section 3) can be described 

by a valuation lcv (the letters stand for IIlower carrier valuation") that 

maps expressions to independence sets, by means of 

lcv(ct) lc(v(ct» 

which can be inverted to v(ct) = cl (lcv(a»). From this we derive that the 

rules (3.1),(3.2) are equivalent to 

lcv(AAll) 

1 cv (A-7"11) 

con(lcv(A),lcv(ll», 

imp(lcv(A),lcv(ll», 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

In actual calculations (e.g. by means of a computer) the lev!s are 

easier to handle than the v's (closed sets) or wis (open sets). We repeat 

what (4.6) means: Icv(A-+ll) is obtained from lcv(Jl) by omitting from it all 
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j for which there is an i E lcv(A) with i ~ j. Admittedly, (4.4) looks 

harder than (3.1), but we can remark (i) the number of objects occurring 

in (4.4) can be much smaller than in (3,.1). and (ii) the operation" is 

less essential and less frequent than the operation ~. 

We remark that (4.4) is suggested by formula (6.1). 

We started above from a valuation v into the set of closed sets. 

However, we can just as well start from a mapping lcv into the set of 

independence sets. If that satisfies (4.5) and (4.6), then the function v, 

defined by v(a) = cl(lcv(a» satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). Instead of Theorem 

3.1 we can formulate: if ~a then lcv(a) = (6; if a == e then lcv(a) = lcv(S). 

5. Exact models. Let (S,~) be a finite partially ordered set, and let lcv be 

a lower carrier valuation of EA into S, i.e. a mapping of EA into the set 

of independence subsets of S satisfying (4.5) and (4.6). It follows 

that I- a implies lcv(a);;!i1, and a :: 13 implies lcv(a) = lcv(S). 

We shall say that lev 1S exact if it maps EA onto the set of all 
, 

independence subsets of S, and if, moreover, we have 1-'0. for every a with 

lcv(a) = 0. Consequently, lcvea) = IcveS) implies a :: 13 (note that (4.6) 

gives lcv(a~S) = lcv(l3~a) = 0). Therefore we can say that the set of 

equivalence classes in EA is mapped one to one onto the set of all 

independence subsets of S. 

If lev is exact. we shall also say that (S.~) 1S an exact model for EA' 

6. Orthogonality and semi-orthogonality. 

The expressions a and S (both in EA) are called orthogonal if both 

(a~S) == S and (l3~a) = a. As a notation we use a ~ 8. Equivalently we may 

say that a ~ 8 means that 1-(0.88 " Saa). 

Furthermore we shall use the notation 
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Ln order to denote alA •• 0 Aan and to express at the same time that 

a1, •.. ,a
n 

are pairwise orthogonal. 

We give an example. If a,S are arbitrary expressions, then 

a A S = as $ aSa, 

a - Sa $ Saa s 

Saa - (as ~ Saa) $ aSaa. 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

We restrict ourselves to the proof of (6.2); the others are similar. 

First r(Sa ~ Saa) 7 Saa is obvious since Sa ~ Saa = (Sa A Sa)a = Saa. 

Secondly r (Saa 7 Sa) 7 Sa follows from Saa ~ Sa = (Saa A S)a - (aa A S)a 

S 7 aaa - S ~ a (since aaa = a, which in its turn follows from r aa, and 

from the fact that r aa and r aaa lead to ra by modus ponens). Finally 

we have to show that a - Sa /\ Saa. Since ra ~ Sa, r a ~ (Sa)a we have 

r a 7 <Sa A Saa). On the other hand, if r Sa and r Saa we derive r a by 

modus ponens. 

-

From (6.2) and (6.3) we derive the following decompositions of a and S: 

a - Sa $ as ~ Saa $ aSaa, 

S - SaSS ~ as 7 Saa ~ as. 

Note that as 7 Saa = as ~ SaS = (a=S)a - (a=S)S. 

If a ~ S, we have for the valuation lcv that lcv(a) and lev(S) are 

disjoint sets, and that their union satisfies 

lcv(a ffi S) = lcv(a) u lcv(S). 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

Two expressions a,S are called semi-orthogonal if the following two 

conditions hold simultaneously: 

(i) either r aSS or r as, 

(ii) either r Saa or r Sa. 

We can phrase (i) also as follows: a 7 S LS either equivalent to S or to T. 
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I 

Semi-orthogonality of a and S will be expressed by the notation a ~2 S 

Let us state a number of results on orthogonality and semi-orthogonality. 

(iii) If a ~ (S ffi y) then a ~ S and a ~ y (so if a ~ (a ffi··· ~ a ) 
n+J 1 n 

~ a 1)' n+ 

(iv) If a ~ B, a ~ y then a ~(BAy). 

(v) If S ~ y then 

a -+ (sey) (a-+S) !$ (a-+y). 

(vi) If a ~ S and I- (SAy) -+ a then I-l'+a. 

(vii) If a ~ S and I- a-+S then I- B. 

(viii) If a ~ S then a ~ yS. 
1 

(ix) If a ~ S then a ~2 S. 
! 

(x) For all a we have a ~2 a. 
I 

(xi) a ~2 S if and only if both (6.4) and (6.5) are trivial (trivial 

means that the sums on the right have two of the three terms 

equal to T). 

(xii) As expression a 1.S called decomposable if Sand y exist such 

that a = SAy, where neither S = a nor y = a. Now we have: a 1.S 

decomposable if and only if Sand y exist such that a = S $ y, 

where neither S = T nor y = T. 

7. Semi-orthogonal systems. 

A semi-orthogonal system (~,s) 1.S a finite set ~ of expressions (elements 

1 
of E

A
) such that cr ~2 T for all cr E L TEL, provided with a partial prder 

relation s that satisfies, for all cr E E, TEE, 

(i) if cr S T then I- cr -+ T 

(ii) if cr S T does not hold, then cr -+ T - T. 
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(Note that it is not excluded a priori that both I- ° -+ T and a -+ , == '; we 

do not exclude a priori the possibility that I contains derivable expressions. 

It is our final aim, however, to construct semi-orthogonal systems without 

derivable expressions, which moreover have the property that its elements are 

pairwise inequivalent, and represent exactly all equivalence classes of non-

trivial indecompensable expressions, and which are such that a ::; '.if and only if 

pairwise orthogonal (by (ii)). 

For every independence set 1 we can form the expression 0
1 

which is just 

the conjunction of the elements of 1: if I = {ol, ••• ,on} then 01 equals 

0
1 

$ ..• ~ on' If I is empty, we define 01 = T. 

If I = {oJ' .•.• on} and J = {T1,···,Tm} are independence sets then °
1 

-+ oJ 

can be evaluated (up to equivalence) using 

The first term on the right is == T if at least one of the 0. satisfies 
~ 

° i ::; T l' and otherwise this first term is == T l' 

Thus we observe that 

0. (T T)' 
~mp .l.,J 

(7,1) 

We can also observe' that if an independence set I ~s the disjoint un~on 

of K and L, then K and L are independence sets, and 01 = OK $ 0L' 

For the ordinary union we can derive, by means of (6.1) and (4.4): if 

1 and J are independence sets, then 

° )' con(I,J 
(7.2) 

8. Semi-orthogonal systems that represent the alphabet. We now assume that the 

semi-orthogonal system I (as introduced in section 7~ represents the alphabet 
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A, ~.e. that every a E A can be decomposed as a conjunction of expressions 

of Z, or, what amounts to the same, that to every a E A there exists an 

independence set I such that a = 01. 

For every a, we select a set, lea) say, with this property. So a - 0l(a)' 

This mapping of A into the set of all independence sets can be extended 

by means of (4.5) and (4.6) to a mapping lcv of the whole of EA into that set 

of independence sets. From (4.6) and (6.1) we derive 

° -+ ° lcv(A) lCV(ll) 
(8.1) 

(8,2) 

For a E A we have 0lcv(a) = 0l(a) - a. It follows by induction that 

(8.3) 

From Theorem 3.1 (cf. the remark made at the end of section 4) we know that 

A :: ].1 implies lcv(A) lcv(].1). From (8.3) we get the converse: if 

lcv(A) = lcv(].1) then A - ].1, 

9. Semi-orthogonal systems that are exact models. The conditions of section 8 

guarantee that lcv maps one-to-one into the set of all independence sets of 

Z. In order to guarantee that it is a mapping onto, we shall add the condition 

that lcv(T) {T} for alliT E Z. 

Theorem 9.1, Let A be ai finite alphabet, and (2:,::;;) a semi-orthogonal system 

of expressions in E
A

, Assume that Z represents A, and that the valuation lcv 
I 

of section 8 satisfies lcv(e) = Cd for all TEL Then ,..re have 

(i) (Z,::;;) is an exact model for EA' 

(ii) For every A E EA there is exactly one independence set {01 , ••• ,0 } . n 

with 01 ® ... ® ° = A, and this {ol"'.'o } equals lcv(A). n n 
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(iii) For all ° E L, ' E L we have ° :::; , if and only if I- ° -'>- To 

(iv) If A E EA, and if A is not derivable then A is indecomposable 

(see section 6, xii) if and only if there ~s a ° E L with ° = A. 

Proof. If I = {ol, ••. ,on} is an independence set then 0J, ••• ,on are pa~rw~se 

orthogonal. Hence,by (6.6), 

lcv(ol $ ••• $ on) = Icv(ol) u •.• u lcv(on), 

and s~nce lcv(T) = {,} for all, E L, and °1 ~ .•• $ on ° I' we obtain 

(9.1) 

for all independence sets I. This proves (i). Equations (8.3) and (9.1) to

gether say that the mappings A -'>- lcv(A) and I -'>- °
1 

are each other's inverses. 

In particular °
1 

= oJ implies I = J, so we have (ii). 

(iii) is clear from the fact that ° :::; T ~s equivalent to imp({o},{T}) = ~. 

Furthermore note that imp({o},{,}) = imp(lcv(o),lcv(,» = lcv(o-,>-,) (cf.(4.6». 

In order to prove (iv) , we apply (8.3) and we remark that or is decompo

sable if and only if r contains more than one element, according to part (ii) 

of this theorem 9.1. 

Remark. It follows from (iv) that the system-(L,:::;) is uniquely determined up 

to equivalence: it has just one element in each indecomposable equivalence 

class (except the class of expressions = T). 

For the cases of the n-letter alphabet with n :::; 3 this Theorem 9.1 can be 

applied succesfully, though it must be said that for the case n = 3 a computer 

comes ~n very handy. The theorem gives the advantage that all questions are 

answered in the set S itself, and that no other means are required for 

showing non-derivability of formulas. It seems to be hard to stick to this 

method, however, for the construction of L for the n-letter alphabet with 

general n, where we have to use induction with respect to n. There we shall 
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depend indeed on auxiliary results on non-derivability that are proved by 

means of systems different from I. To this end we formulate a theorem where 

derivability plays a role but lcv does not. 

Theorem 9.2. Let A be a finite alphabet, and let (L,s) be a semi-orthogonal 

system of expressions in EA, Assume that I represents A, that for no T E Z 

we have I- T, and that for each pair (J, T E I with (J i T we have at least 

one of the relations 0T :: T, T0 = 0. Then we have the same conclusions (i), 

(ii), (iii). (iv) as in 1:heorem 9.1. 

Proof. Take any T E Z. By (8.3) we have 0 - T. This lcv(T) is an lcv(T) 

independence subset of I: lcv(T) = {T 1, ••• ,Tm}. So by the definition of 01 

we have T :: T 1 $ •.. G> T , and in particular I- TT 1,0 • " I- TT • The m m 

sum cannot be empty: that would imply I- T. Assume that T ~ {T 1 ,". ,Tm}. 

For each i we have T. T :: T (since we have I- TT. but not I- T. the relation 
l l l 

Hi - T lS impossible). From this we obtain that (T 1 ffi '0' ® Tm)T == T'ioThich 

would combine with T :: T 1 $ ... <:J:) Tm to I- T. Contradiction. 

It remains to consider T E {T1, •• o,T
m

}. Assuming T = T1, there cannot 

be another Ti different from T. For suppose T2 i T1, then T2 ~ T1, whence 

I- TIT 2 T 2' Furthermore I- TT 2' whence I- TIT 2' Combining this with I- T ] T 2 T 2 we get 

I-T2' which is excluded in the conditions of the theorem. 

The only remaining possibility is lcv(T) = {T}. Therefore the conditions of 

Theorem 9.1 are satisfied. 

10. Degenerate independence sets. Let (I.~) be a system satisfying the conditions 

of Theorem 9.1 (or 9.2). An independence set I of I is called degenerate if 

the alphabet A contains a letter, x say, for which I- 0 I -+ x. Another way of' 

saying this is that the elements of I into which x can.be decomposed, all 

belong to the closure of I (i.e. the closed set of which I is the lower carrier). 

The non-degenerate l's playa r61e in sections 13-16. 
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11. The case of the one-letter alphabet. If A = {a}, then we can take E = {a}. 

We take lcv(a) '" {a} and continue it to a valuation.' The conditions of 

Theorem 9.1 are satisfied. Indeed there are just two equivalence classes In E
A

, 

viz. the class of all expressions = a and the one of all expressions = T. 

These are mapped by lcv onto {a} and 0, respectively. 

12. The case of the two-letter alphabet. If A = {a,b}, we can take'for E the 

set {ba,babb,ab,abaa, (a = b)a} with ba:::; babb, ab :::; abaa as the only 

non-trivial relations. Here is a picture of (E,:::;) , where 0 :::; T is (if 0 # T) 

indicated by drawing 0 under T and connecting it by a line: 

I
babb 

ba l
abaa 

ab 
o (a = b) a 

There are 18 independence sets, which are produced by taking I} u 12 U 13 , 

where II is either {babb} or {ba} or 0, 12 is either {abaa} or {ab} or 0, 

and 13 is either {(a = b)a} or 0. We take 

lcv(a) {ba, abaa, (a b)a}. 

lcv(b) {babb, ab, (a b)a}, 

whence we have indeed a = 0 lcv (a), b = 0 lcv (b)O Continuing lev to the whole 

of E we find that ICV(T) = {T} for all TEE. This shows that the conditions 

of Theorem 9.l are satisfied, and that there are exactly 18 equivalence 

classes in EA" 

since E splits into 3 disjoint sets, we can consider the set of 18 

classes as the orthogonal sum of three subsets, viz. L, = {babb,ba,T}, 
1 

E2 = {abaa, ab. T} , E3 = {(a=b) a, T}. As examples we quote 

abba - ba ffi abaa @ T, 

abb - babb $ T ~ (a=b)a, 

aba - ba E9 T liB (a=b) a, 

aAb - ba @ ab $ (a=b)a. 
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The operations imp and can in 2: can be reduced to operations l.n 2: 1 ' L
2

, 2:3' 

If I 1.S an independence set in L. then ,I = 1
J 

u 12 u 13' where I] c 2: 1 ' 

12 C L
2

, 13 C 2:
3

, Doing the same thing wi th J, we have 

and a similar formula for can. 

In 2: 1 we have the independence sets ~, {babb}, {ba}, Denoting them by 

2, 1, 0, we get the following tables for imp and con: 

imp j 0 2 can I ° 2 

2 2 2 ° I 0 0 ° 0 

0 2 2 1 I 0 

2 0 2 2 0 2 

For 2:2 we have the same. For L3 we have, if we denote 0 by 1 and (a=b)a by 0, 

the tables of classical logic: 

lmp 0 can I 0 

0 0 ° 0 

0 I 0 

Instead of uSlng the three valuations 2: 1 , 2:
2

, 2:
3

, we can also solve the 

derivability In the two-letter calculus in a single valuation, provided that 

we vary the values of a and b, We can show the following: Using the tables 

o 2 A o 2 

o 2 2 2 o o o o 

o 2 2 o j 1 

2 o 2 2 o 2 

we can evaluate a value of an expreSS1.on starting from a = 0, b = O. a 

second value starting from a = 0, b = J, and a third value starting from 

a = 1. b = O. The expression is derivable if and only if all three values 

turn out to be 2. 
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13. Construction of a semi-orthogonal system for the n-letter alphabet. 

We shall proceed by induction. Let n be an integer < 1. We assume 

that for each alphabet A with less than n letters we have a finite exact 

model SA' 

We now take an n-letter alphabet A and we describe the elements of 

a partially ordered set SA" The number of these elements is 

s ::; 
n 

n-l 

L 
j=O 

(13.1) 

where p. stands for the number of non-degenerate independence sets 1n SB 
J 

for a j-letter alphabet B (with p. = 1 if j = 0). Note that p = 1 (if 
J 1 

J = the only independence set 1S the empty one), and P2 = 15 (the 

degenerate sets are {ba,ab,(a=b)a}, {babb,ab, (a=b)a} , {ba,abaa,(a=b)a}). 

It follows that s2 = 5, s3 = 61, From the structure of SA for the 3-letter 

alphabet it can be estimated that s4 is about 6.10 14 • 

The elements of SA are obtained as follows. Split A into disjoint 

parts B, C, D, where B is nonempty. Take any non-degenerate independence 

set I 1n SD' form its closure r (i.e. the closed set whose lower carrier 

is I) and the complement ~ of r(~ is an open set: if T E ~, (5 S T 

then (5 E ~). 

Let b be any letter of B. Then the quintuple B.b,C.D.I determines the 

expression ~B,b,C,D,I) we shall describe presently. The choice of b is 

unimportant: it will be clear that if b E B, b l E B, then 

A(B,b,C,D,I) _ A(B,b' ,C,D,I). 

So we may say that we start from a selection function ¢ that selects an 

element of B for each non-empty B, and then we can describe SA as the set 

of all :A(B,CP(B) ,C ,D, I).The reader may check that the number of possibilities 

for this is given by (13.1). We define 
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A(B,b,C,D,I) = J(/\ b~\ 1\ (/\bnb\ 
L ~Er) nEll) 

1\(/\xll\(I\(Y=b~~~b, 
XEC) YEB .~ 

(13.2) 

where we of course t~~e empty conjunctions to be T. 
-

Sv is d~fined as the set of all these A(B,~(B),C,D,I). and we define ~ 

by saying that (J ~ T if and only if ~ (J -+ T. 

14, Proof of the non-derivability of A(B,b,C,D,I). 

Consider the partially ordered set S that we get by adding a single new 

point e to SD' We extend the relation ~ by saying that e ~ e, that A ~ e for 

all A E ~, and for no A E r. 

We shall describe a valuation by attaching an independence set Lc(x) of 

S to each letter x of the alphabet A. 

If the letter x belongs to D we take Lcex) = lc(x) (where Ic is the 

valuation that maps ED onto the set of independence sets of SD; the existence 

of lc depends on the induction assumpti'on). If x E B we take lc(x) = {e}; if x E C 

we take lc(x) ¢. The valuation Lc can be continued to the whole of EA; we 

shall determine Lc (A(B,b,C,D,I». First we note that for ~ E r we have 

Lc (~) = lc(~) c r (since Lc and lc coincide for the letters of B, they 

coincide for all expressions of B). If n E ~, we have Lc(bn) = lc(n) SLnce e 

LS not':::; any element of 6, and lc(n) = {n} according to the induction hypothesi.s 

~hat SD LS an exact model for ED)' Therefore Lc(bnb) ¢ (since n ~ e). 

If ~ E r, we have Lc(b~) = Lc(~) c r. 

For x E C we have Lc(x) = ¢. Finally for x E B we have Lc(b-+x) 

Lc(x-+b) = ¢ (by LcCb) = Lc(x) = {e}). So A(B,b,C.D,I) has the form a -+ b 

where Lc(a) c r, Lc(b) = e. Hence Lc(a-+b) =I ¢. \oJhence a -+ b is not derivalble. 

15. Proof that S represents the alphabet. 

If A = B u CuD (disjoint), B non-empty, b E B, we define 
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Il(B,b,C,D) 

We shall keep b fixed, and let B,C,D run over all possible decompositions of 

A into disjoint sets B,C,D with b ~ B. This gives a set of Il(B,b,C,D)'s; we 

claim that they are pairwise orthogonal and that their conjunction is equi-

valent to b. This can be seen as follows. Let c,d, .•. be the further letters 

of B. By (6.4) we have 

where YI' Y2' Y3 are bcb, c, b=c, respectively. Again by that same formula 

we have 

where 0
1

, 02~ 03 are bdb. d, b=d, respectively. Therefore 

whence 

b - 1\ . . (y. II O.)b, 
1,] 1. J 

and the decomposition is orthogonal. Continuing this argument, we decompose 

b entirely as disjunction of mutually orthogonal Il(B,b,C,D)'s. 

The IllS with D empty are A's already; the Il'S with nonempty D have to 

be further decomposed. We shall decompose b by repeated use of the de-

composition formula b = b~b + b~bb (take a b, S = b~ in (6.2) where ~ 

is an element of SD' The result is that b is the orthogonal conjunction of 

expressions 

(15.1) 
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where the "sum" is taken over all decompositions of SD into two disjoint 

parts rand /::,.. If there is a ~ E r and an n E /::,. with I-l; -+ n then (15.1) 

becomes derivable, since b can be derived from b; and bnb. That means that 

we can omit from our decomposition all terms (15.J) except for those where 

r is a closed set and /::,. its complement. 

This shows that if Pr stands for 

then 0(B,b,C,D) = I\rPr' where r runs through the set of closed sets of SD' 

and the terms are mutually orthogonal. 

If r is degenerate there is a letter ZED that decomposes entirely 

into ~IS of r: z == ~1 e $ ~k' It follows that 

{( I\~Efb~) A (bZb)}b == T 

whence Pr - T. So we can omit the cases of degenerate rls from the sum. After 

having done this, we observe that for non-degenerate r's we can prove 

1\ Dbzb ZE 
(15.2) 

(e.g. if z == ~! A n 1 A n2 then the assumption of bz leads, together with bnjb, 

to b). By (15.2) we can omit !\ZEDbzb from the definition of Pro This means 

that P
r 

LS equivalent to A(B,b,C,D,I). 

As an extra result we mention that all A(B,b,C,D,I) (with b fixed, 

B,C,D,I variable, bEB, I non-degenerate) occur in our decomposition of b. 

This means that all these A's are pairwise orthogonal. 

16. Proof that SA 1S semi-orthogonal. We have to prove that 

! 
)'(B,b,C,D,I) 1. 2 A(B',b',C',D',I'), (16.1) 

where B,b,C,D,I as well as BI ,b l ,C i ,D',I' satisfy the conditions mentioned 
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1n the construction of SA. 

If b l = b then the two A's are either equal or orthogonal, and then 

(16.1) is obvious. The same is true if b E B', for then A(B' ,bl ,C t ,D' ,I') 1S 

equivalent to A(B' ,b,C' ,D' ,I'). The case b' E B is similar. 

Let us abbreviate 

A(B,b,C,D,I) = X ~ b A(B' ,bl ,C',D' ,I') = Y ~ b i , 

We shall prove either~«X ~ b) ~ (Y ~ bl» ~ (Yb') or~(X ~ b) + (Y ~ bi); 

I 
the same proofs can be used for the other half of what we need for ~2. just 

interchanging the roles of Band Bi , etc. Therefore it lS sufficient to prove 

either rY ~ Xbb 'b' or I- Y ~ Xbb! . 

If b E C' we observe that Y 1S a conjunction of a number of expressions 

(see (13.2», one of which is b. So ~Yb, whence l-Y(Xb) , whence ~ Y ~ Xbblb'. 

Next we consider the case where both bED' and b ' E D. Now we use the 

fact that I and I' are non-degenerate, from which we infer (applying (15.2) 

with z = b') that ~ X ~ bb'b, whence Xb is equivalent to (X A bb'b)b. For 

the same reason, Yb' is equivalent to (Y A b'bb')b'. So 

(Xbb I 1\ Y)b' .:: «X 1\ bb 'b)bb! 1\ Y 1\ b 'bb')b I. But it is a simple exercise 

in natural deduction to show that 

!- «b b 'b) b b I A b' b b I ) b ' , 

which proves ~ Y ~ Xbb'b'. 

Thus we are left with the case that bED', b i E C. We note from (13.2) 

that X contains bi, i.e. X.:: b l A X. So Xb _ (b l A X)b .:: b!~ Xb = b ' ~ W. 

where w is some express10n of EA" Let I be the expression of ED' we get if 

we replace all occurences of letters belonging to C' or B' by Tis. Since 

Y = (;\ x) 1\\ 1/ 1\ (y= b I )) A ••• , 

XEC' YEB' I 
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we have f- (Y /\ b') -+ (~ -+ !) and f- (Y /\ b l
) -+ (I -+ ~). Therefore 

Y -+ Xbb'b' Y -+ b I fb I b ' , 

Y-+Xbb' Y -+ b lIb i , 

and we have to prove that 

either f- Y -+ b' Ib 'b I or f- Y -+ b! fb ! • 

Decompose! as Al ~ ... ~ Am' where all Ai are in SD" We now consider two 

cases. 

(i) All A. are in rl. Then the b'A. are components of Y (see (13.2», whence 
~ ~ 

f- Y -+ b I!. Consequently l- Y -+ b'!b Ib I. 

(ii) 6' contains one of the A .. Now f-(b'i) -+ (b'A.), and s~nce Y has a 
~ L 

component b' A . b i this proves I- Y -+ b i!b I • 
~ 

We finally conclude from sections 13 - 16 that the system SA satisfies 

the conditions of Theorem 9.2. We formulate it in a theorem, since it is the 

ma~n result of this paper. 

Theorem 16.1. The system SA of section 13 is a finite exact model for the 

case of the n-Ietter alphabet, and it satisfies the properties (i), (ii), 

(iii), (iv) of Theorem g. J • 

17. Description of an exact pI-point model for the case of the three-letter 

alphabet. 

The set E consists of 61 expressions 0 1, ••• ,°61 , The relation ~ is 

made visible ~n fig. 1 and fig. 2; fig. 2 represents the upper segment of 

fig.l. In fig. 2 expressions o. are represented as points indicated by 
~ 

their index L only. The relation o. ~ o. is indicated by the existence of 
~ J 

an ascending line from i to j. Fig. shows a 1200 rotational symmetry; 

o clockwise rotation over 120 corresponds to increasing all numbers (except 

for the 61) by 20, subtracting 60 if the result is > 60. 



r--------
I 
L_ 

r----------.., 
10 1 

I 61 I 

Figure J... 
The 61-point exact model 

for HL (-+, A, {a, b ,c} ) • 

N 



·11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~. 

Detail of Figure 1, Showing the labels referred to in section 17. 
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The first twenty 0'S are described as follows 

(a/\c)b. ° 2 = (aba /\ (a=c» a, 03 = (a /\ (b=c»b, 

° 4 = cbc -1- ac, ° 5 = bcb -1- ab, 

and if we abbreviate 

A = °3' B Aa, 

C (b/\a) c, D = 05a, E Ca /\ °5' 

F (a/\c)b. G = 0
4
a, H Fa /\ °4' 

----------/ 
:;::; <JI 

then 

°6 (B/\C/\H)a, 
°7 

(B/\C/\F)a, Os = (B/\E/\F)a, 

°9 (B/\E/\H)a, 
°10 

(A/\E/\H) a, 
°11 

(B/\C/\G)a, 

°12 (A/\C/\G)a, °13 (B/\E/\G) a, °14 (A/\E/\G)a. 

°15 
(B/\D/\G)a, °16 (A/\D/\G) a, °17 (B/\D/\H)a. 

°18 
(A/\D/\H)a, 

°19 (B/\D/\F) a, °20 (A/\D/\F)a. 

The expressions 021 •..•• 040 are obtained from 01' ..•• 020 by the cyclic 

permutation that replaces a, b, c by b, c, a, respectively. So 021 = (b/\a)c, 

022 = (bcb /\ (b=a»b, etc. The 041""'060 are obtained from 021'·" ,040 by 

the same cyclic permutation. 

Finally, 061 1S the express10n (a=b=c)a. 

The letter a 1S the orthogonal sum of 23 of the 61 0'S, V1Z. those with 

indices 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. IS, 19, 20, 22, 23, 

24, 41, 43, 45, 61. These points are indicated by re~.tangles in fig. 1. The 

corresponding dissections of band c are obtained by 1200 and 240 0 clockwise 

rotation. 

The number of independence sets (= the number of equivalence classes 1n 

14 EJequals about 6.10 ; to be precise 

623 662 965 552 330, 
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This count can be carried out by first counting the number of independ

ence sets in the part of L given in figure 2. Deleting points 2 and 22, the 

remaining section contains 3 independence sets that contain both the points 

1 and 21, 46 independence sets that contain just one of these points 1 and 

21, and finally 33906 independence sets containing neither 1 nor21. 

The construction given above for the case of 3 letters (as well as the 

one of section 12) can be obtained from the construction of section 13. These 

systems for two and three letters were of course not discovered this way. The 

case of two letters started from the discovery that there are only i8 ex

pression classes that are different in the sense of 3-valued logic (with the 

tables shown at the end of section 12), and that two expressions in the same 

class are always derivable from each other. The 18-point partially ordered 

set (ordered by ~ a 7 S) turned out to have the structure of a product of 

three simpler sets (2-point, 3-point and 3-point) as described 1n section 12. 

The case of the three letters took quite some effort. It was treated by 

repeated use of (6.4) and (6.5) (the idea of orthogonality arose from obser

vations of the structure of the two-letter case) in order to get a finite 

set of indecomposable formulas. During this search many formulas had to be 

tested for non-derivability: this was done partly by means of 2, 3, 5 and 

7-valued logic (sometimes with computer assistence) partly by means of 

Kripke models. 

Careful observation of this 61-point model led to the general construc

tion of section 12. 

18. Subvaluations. 

Let (S,~) be a finite partially ordered set, let A be an alphabet, and 

IcvS any valuation of EA 1n lower carrier form (mapping expressions into 

independence sets of S). Let ~ be an open subset of S (so if ~ E S, n E S,~ ~ n, 
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n E ~ then ~ E ~). Define lcv~(~) for all S E EA by 

lcv (0 n ~. 
s 

(18.J) 

Then lcv~ i"s again a valuation (mapping expressions into independence 

subsets of I). This is easily checked by showing that for all ~,n. 

imp(t;;,n) n ~, (18.2) 

where imp ~s as defined ~n (4.2), and imp~ the similar function for the case 

we use ~ instead of S. For the case of con we have a result similar to 

(18.2), which can be derived from (4.4). Let us call lcv~ a subvaluation of 

lev. 

If A E E
A

, we shall say that a partially ordered set (S,~) with valuation 

lev is a "Kripke counter model for A VI if lev (A) of 0. Many such Kripke models 

can be obtained from open subsets of our exact models. If A 

(see Theorem 9.1) then we can take any open set ~ which has a non-empty 

intersection with {ol,···,on}· If we want ~ to be small, we can select any 

and take ~ to be the set of all T E S with T ::;; ° .• For example, if we want 
~ 

to have a Kripke model for °15 (see figure 2) we can take for Q the set 

{t, 4, 3, 21 , 5, 15} • This ~ has 19 open subsets. It is, by the way, the 

most complicated example: all 0. (i=1, •.• ,61) have Kripke models that can 
1. 

be embedded into this one. From this we can see that the three-letter 

calculus can be entirely controlled by a 19-valued logic (just as the two-

letter calculus can be controlled by the 3-valued logic of section 12). 

0i' 

Computationally this is hardly an advantage since it has to deal with words 

of 193 bits, much less attractive than the independence sets that can be 

considered as words of 6J bits. 
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19. Applications to other calculi. We first consider pure im.plication calculus 

ML(~.A) where we have implication but no conjunction. It is easy to show 

that an expression ~ in ML(~,A,A) 1S equivalent to an expression in ML(~,A) 

if and only if it has the form n ~ x where x E A. In our exact model for 

ML(~,A,A) this means that lcv(~) has to be a subset of one of the sets 

lcv(a), lcv(b), •••• So we use the same partially ordered set as for 

ML(~,A,A), but we put a restriction on the independence subsets. This g1ves 

us an exact model for ML(~,A). 

We next consider systems with negation: ML(~"A .',A). If we take a new 

symbol F ("falsum") and define Ii; as ~ ~ F, we can identify this calculus with 

ML(~,A, Au{F}). So the case of two letters with negation can be treated by 

means of the 61-point exact model of section 17. 

Let us also consider systems with axioms. Let a 1, ••• , ak be expressions 

1n EA, The calculus l1L(~,A.A;al, .•• ,ak) is obtained by allowing the use of 

a 1 = T •... ,ak = T, thus extending the notions of equivalence and derivability. 

We can make an exact model for this calculus if we delete from the exact model 

(L,~) for ML(+,A,A) the closure of lcv(a l A ••• A ak). We are left with a sub-

valuation (in the sense of section 18), and this one is an exact valuation for 

ML(+,A,A;a l ,··· ,ak ), 

As an example we take ML(~,A,{a,b,F}) and we add the intuitionistic axioms 

f-F ~ a and f-F ~ b. Identifying F and c, we have to exclude from the 61-point 

model of section 17 all points ° for which lcv(ca A cb) has a point ~ o. We 

have lcv(ca A cb) = {0 I , ° 41 , 0
43

}. The complement of its closure is the open 

set Q = {03 , 05' 07' 08' °19' °20' °21' °22' °23' °24' °26' °27' °31' °32' 0 61 }· 

The partial order is pictured in fig. 3. For the subvaluation lcvQ (see section 

18) we have 

lcvQ(a) {0
7

, ° 8 , 0] 9' °20' °22' °23' °24' 0
61

}, 

lcv~(b) {0
3

, oS' °22' °26' °27' °31' °32' 
0

61
}, 

•• 
lcvQ (F) {0

3
, ° 21 , °23' 0 61 }· 



32 31

Figure 3.

Exact model for ML(-4-,A,{a,b,F};Fa,Fb)

27

19 20

7
22

3

21

61° 23
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This provides an exact model for ML(+,A,{a,b,F};Fa,Fb). It has ]5 points and 

2134 independence sets. 

Carrying on the discussion of the end of section 18, we note that the 

"worst" Kripke counter model we need in fig. 3 is the one with points 

]9, 5, 3. 21. It has 7 open subsets. Accordingly, instead of the 19-valued 

logic mentioned at the end of section 18, we can do now with a 7-valued logic. 

As an example of something that can be derived from this model we mention 

the known fact that f- Fa and f- Fb guarantee that f- Fi; for all expressions ~. 

We devote a few lines to the similar case with one-letter alphabet, 1.e 

ML(+,A,{a,F};Fa). Replacing b by F 1n the 5-point model of the beginning of 

section 12, we see that the falsum rule cancels the second component (the one 

with ab and abaa). The following 3-point exact model remains: 

We get SlX closed sets, and therefore S1X expreSS10n classes, V1Z. T,Ffa -7'a, 

'a. /'7a, a, F. If we denote them by AI' A2 , A3 , A4 , A5' A6 , respectively, we 

get the following tables for + and A: 

2 3 4 5 6 A 2 3 4 5 6 

2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 

2 3 4 4 6 2 2 2 3 5 5 6 

3 . 1 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 6 6 6 

4 2 3 2 3 4 4 5 6 4 5 6 

5 3 3 5 5 5 6 5 5 6 

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

For each pair i, j , these tables present the k and , such that A. + A. Ak , .L -1 J 

A.AA. == AI" 1 J 
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As a final example we add to ML(-+,A,{a,b,F}) the ax~oms l--aFFa, I--bFFb, 

~.e. the "excluded third" axioms for classical logic. Turning to the 61-point 

model (again identifying F with c) we evaluate lcv(acca A bccb) , and find that 

the complement of its closure gives the open set n = {03 , 021' 023' 061 }. It 

consists of 4 disconnected points (which illustrates the simplicity of 

classical logic!) The expressions are given by 

- a v b. 

(we use Cl v t3 as abbreviation for "7 (-,.Cl A "7(3». We have lcvQ (a) {23,6I}, 

lcvQ(b) = {3,61}, lcvQ(F) = {3,21,23,61}. The fact that this submodel 

is exact, is roughly equivalent to the fact that each one of the 16 boolean 

expressions in terms of a and b can be represented uniquely in the form 

A ~ where P ~s one of the 16 subsets of Q. 
l;EP<" 

We observe from the model that l--aFFa and f-bFFb guarantee that f- F~ and 

I--l;FFl; for all expressions ~. 
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